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1 - HeR

Narrator: The city of Townsville...location of the First Annual Symposium on ... CHEMICAL X. And who
better to lead off than the world's foremost expert on chemical x than Townsville's own Professor
Utonium!
Professor Utonium is giving a presentation. There are slides being shown that accompany his speech.
Professor: Greetings fellow scientists. As you all know, the mysterious substance we call chemical x is
one of the most powerful, yet unstable materials in the galaxy.
The camera pulls back off the Professor as he continues his speech; his voice begins to trail off as the
camera moves further away. The shot pulls back until we see HIM observing the proceedings from his
home.
HIM: Chemical x. All of my evil plans…all of my sinister deeds…all foiled because of chemical x. But
now…I will use that which has defeated me so many times in the past to achieve my ultimate victory! I will
fight fire with fire! Bwahahahahahahahaha!

Narrator: Oh no! What does that fiend have in store for our girls!
Scene switches back to the seminar. The camera pans through the audience as the Professor gives his
speech. The audience is comprised entirely of scientists in white lab coats. We pass one that
suspiciously looks like MoJo JoJo in disguise. We hear the Professor continue with his presentation.
Professor: ...and when chemical x was accidentally added, the reaction was so unstable that it split into
three pieces.
The slide changes to show an explosion breaking into three pieces.
Professor: The result was, well, you know...
The slide changes to a picture of the PowerPuff Girls.
Professor: The PowerPuff Girls!
The entire audience applauds except for one short brooding scientist.
MoJo: Profess...
MoJo clears his throat to cover up the fact that he began speaking in his own voice. He then continues in
a disguised voice.
MoJo: Professor Utonium, is there any way to stabilize the reaction enough to create a single super
being?
MoJo begins to slip back to his real voice.
MoJo: A being powerful enough to destroy the PowerPuff Girls once and for all!
Realizing he let that last part slip, he clears his throat and disguises his voice again.
MoJo: Oh, uh, I mean...in theory, of course...
Believing that MoJo is a reputable scientist, Professor Utonium answers the question without hesitation.
Professor: Well...I suppose if you had a nuclear powered laser and focused the beam through a highly
refractive lens, it might be possible. Of course, you would need a very large supply of chemical x.
Probably all of the chemical x in Townsville.
MoJo continues in the disguised voice.
MoJo: Fascinating! And where would I...err...someone get all of these items?

Professor: Hmmm... Well, the only place you could get plutonium would be from the army testing
grounds right outside of Townsville.



We quickly change to a visual of the army testing grounds then back to the Professor. From the visual
shown, we can see that the testing grounds are heavily guarded.
Professor: And the only lens big enough and refractive enough would be the Faith diamond in the
Townsville museum.
We quickly change to a visual of the Faith diamond then back to the Professor. The diamond is
protected by a ridiculous number of security devices and safeguards to prevent it from being stolen.
Professor: As far as chemical x, just about all of the chemical x in Townsville is right here at this
convention.
Camera pans back quickly to show the entire convention area then back to the Professor.
Professor: Hey, that reminds me, the only one with laser big enough is that evil villain MoJo JoJo!
MoJo begins to look nervous as he wonders if the Professor is beginning to recognize him through his
disguise.
The Professor starts to grin as he responds.
Professor: But I doubt he would let you use it for your experiments.
The audience laughs. MoJo takes a breath. He's relieved he wasn't discovered.
MoJo: Phew!
The Professor grins even more as he continues.
Professor: And he's certainly not smart enough to do it himself! Ahhahahahahaha!
The whole crowd bursts into laughter except, of course, for MoJo. MoJo is humiliated and responds in a
subdued monotone without even bothering to disguise his voice.
MoJo: Thank you Professor...that will be all.
MoJo quickly leaves the building as the rest of the audience continues to laugh out loud. Once clear
from the area, MoJo rips off his disguise and begins talking to himself.
MoJo: Those fools! They do not realize they have given me the means to carry out my most diabolical
plan ever! My plan to eliminate PowerPuff Girls once and for all! Yes! Now that I have the information
that I need, I will set my evil plan in motion and destroy the PowerPuff Girls! Muhahahahahaha!
MoJo laughs evilly at his own handiwork.
MoJo: But wait! I need materials for my plan to work! Materials that are very difficult to obtain. But only
after I obtain these materials, which are very difficult to obtain, will I be able to execute my plan and
destroy and the PowerPuff Girls once and for all!
Scene changes to PowerPuff Girls home. Buttercup is teasing Bubbles.
Bubbles: Hey, give it back!

Buttercup: What, you mean this stupid picture? It's not even a good one!

Bubbles: Gimme!

Bubbles reaches out her hands trying to grab her picture back. Buttercup puts one hand on Bubbles'
head holding her back while holding the picture in her other hand keeping it out of Bubbles' reach.
Buttercup: Awwww, what's the matter? Does the baby want her drawing back?

Bubbles: I'm not a baby! You're just a stupid bully!
Blossom enters.
Blossom: Are you two fighting again? Buttercup, why do you always torment her?

Buttercup: She's just a big baby! If she can't take a little kidding around, then maybe she shouldn't be a
PowerPuff Girl!



Bubbles: I'm just as good of a PowerPuff Girl as you!
Bubbles crosses her arms, closes her eyes, and sticks her nose in the air.
Bubbles: You're just jealous that I can draw and you can't.

Buttercup: Say what?!

Bubbles: You heard me. You only wish you were as creative as me.

Buttercup: All right, you asked for it!
Buttercup charges forward towards Bubbles. Blossom cuts in between.
Blossom: Buttercup! Cut it out!

Buttercup: Make me, boss-girl!
Buttercup shoves Blossom and sends her flying into a wall. Bubbles bonks Buttercup on top of the head.
Buttercup grabs Bubbles' ponytails and tosses her in the air. Blossom quickly recovers and flies top
speed at Buttercup nailing her in the midsection.
Scene change to the inside of the house facing the front door. Professor Utonium opens the door and
walks in.
Professor: Girls, I'm home!
The Professor hears the girls fighting and goes upstairs to investigate. He sticks his head in their room
to find out what's going on.
Professor: Girls, I...
A lamp thrown by one of the girls hits Professor Utonium in the head. He's knocked down and barely
conscious. All three girls turn and shriek in horror. Blossom rushes over to the Professor and lifts his
head up.
Blossom: Professor! Are you ok?

Professor: Uhhh....
Buttercup flies over.
Buttercup: This is all your fault Blossom! If you hadn't stuck your nose in, like you always do, none of this
would have happened!
Blossom turns to Buttercup to confront her. She unintentionally drops the Professor's head on the floor.
Blossom: Me?! You started it when you were picking on Bubbles, like you always do!
Bubbles sees that the Professor is hurt and neither of her sisters are helping. Bubbles screams at the
top of her lungs...
Bubbles: Will you two stop fighting and help the Professor!!!
Blossom and Buttercup realize they forgot about the Professor. All three girls turn to help, but by this
time, he begins to regain consciousness on his own. The Professor is still groggy as he responds.
Professor: Girls, were you fighting again?
All three girls start explaining their sides of the story simultaneously.

In frustration, the Professor shouts...
Professor: Enough!
All three girls shut up.
Professor: Now one at a time! What's going on here?



Bubbles: Buttercup grabbed my drawing, it was one of my favorite drawings, but she was mad because
she can't draw as well as I can, so she took it and ran away with it...

Buttercup: I would have given it back if miss busybody over here (points at Blossom) would have given
me the chance! She's always telling everyone what to do!
All three PowerPuff Girls start arguing simultaneously again.
Professor: Girls please!
They stop arguing and look at the Professor.
Professor: I don't care who started it...
The Professor glares at Buttercup.
Professor: ...although I have a pretty good idea!
Buttercup crosses her arms, looks away, and scowls.
Professor: You're all superheroes, and that means you have to work together.

Blossom: But what if we just can't get along?!

Professor: You have to try your best to find a way. The forces of evil always look for an opportunity to
divide the forces of good. You girls are strongest when you're working together, as a team. Promise me
that you'll try to work together instead of fighting with each other.
The PowerPuff Girls respond in unison, half-hearted.
PPGs: Okay, we promise.
Just then, the hotline flashes. Blossom answers.
Blossom: Hello, Blossom here...what's that Mayor? MoJo JoJo is robbing the Townsville Museum?
We're on our way!
The girls blast through the roof and rocket towards the Townsville Museum. Scene change to MoJo JoJo
blasting his ray gun inside the museum with the Faith diamond in his grasp.
MoJo: Muhahahaha! Now all I need are two more items and I can carry out my plan!
The PowerPuff Girls burst into the museum through the roof.
Blossom: Not so fast MoJo JoJo!

MoJo: PowerPuffs! I have anticipated your arrival. Try this on for size! Muhahaha!
MoJo attempts to blast the girls with his laser gun, but they move to quickly for him to get a bead on any
of them. Instead, all he accomplishes to do is inadvertently destroy a few million dollars of priceless
artwork. Buttercup and Bubbles touch down right next to a wall with a giant tapestry hanging on it.
Buttercup: Give it up MoJo!

Bubbles: Yeah, we're too fast for ya!

MoJo: Curses!
MoJo looks up at the top of the tapestry and gets an idea. He blasts the top of the wall causing the
tapestry to fall down on top of Buttercup and Bubbles momentarily trapping them.
Blossom: Oh no you don't!
Blossom rushes towards MoJo. MoJo sees Blossom coming for him. He spots a giant T-Rex skeleton
with some innocent bystanders next to it. He blasts the T-Rex with his ray gun. Large pieces of the
T-Rex skeleton begin to rain down on the people.
Blossom: Oh no!
Blossom breaks off her attack on MoJo to rescue the people. Mojo tries to escape in the confusion.



Buttercup gets free from under the tapestry and spots MoJo running towards the exit. She blasts off and
tackles MoJo causing him to drop the diamond. Bubbles gets free from the tapestry and notices the
diamond going straight for a hole in the ground made by one of MoJo's previous blasts. Bubbles takes
off to get the diamond before it reaches the hole. Buttercup grabs MoJo with one hand and flies straight
up with him in her grasp. As she flies up, she crosses paths with Bubbles. Bubbles smacks into the back
of Buttercup knocking MoJo free in the process. MoJo takes this opportunity to escape without the
diamond.
Buttercup: Darn it Bubbles! You let MoJo get away!

Bubbles: Well he wouldn't have gotten away if you would just watch where you're going!
Buttercup and Bubbles turn their backs to each other. Neither wants to look the other in the eye.
Blossom flies over.
Blossom: Come on you guys! Don't you remember what the Professor said? We gotta stick together no
matter what.

Buttercup: Oh yeah? Well I've had it! I am so outta here!
Buttercup flies away. Bubbles begins to get teary-eyed.
Bubbles: Why do we have to fight all the time?

Blossom: Don't worry Bubbles, she'll calm down. We just have to try to get along, no matter how difficult
it can be sometimes.
Scene change to MoJo's volcano lair. MoJo enters.
MoJo: Curses! Those meddling PowerPuff Girls have foiled my plans once again!
HIM appears and startles MoJo...
HIM: Your plan? That's not the way I remember it.

MoJo: Master!

HIM: Ohhhh...let me guess...did the PowerPuff Girls stop you again?

MoJo: They are always in my way! I need three very special items to complete my, uh, your plan to
destroy the PowerPuff Girls once and for all, but I cannot get those items because the PowerPuff Girls
will stop me before I can obtain those very special things that I need to complete your plan. And if I don't
get the items I need...
HIM interrupts MoJo mid-sentence.
HIM: You'd better! I want those items, not excuses!

MoJo: Oh, uh, yes my master! I shall redouble my efforts!

HIM: Dear Mojo...I'll leave you to your work. Don't fail me again!
HIM departs. Once HIM leaves, MoJo begins to contemplate how he can possibly get all three items
without getting stopped by the PowerPuff Girls.
MoJo: This is impossible! Three different locations for three different items that I need to complete my
evil plan. But how can I obtain these three items when there are only one of me and three places to go.
And even if I could break myself into three different MoJo JoJos, I would still be stopped by the three
different PowerPuff Girls!
A montage of camera shots of MoJo repeating to himself, "Three...three...three..." Finally, MoJo gets an



idea.
MoJo: Aha! There is a way! It's my only chance.
MoJo starts rummaging madly through his laboratory looking for something. Scattered about are items
from previous episodes like the anubis dog head that transformed everyone into puppies, etc. He finally
finds what he was looking for. His mood changes quickly to a more somber tone. He gently picks up a
flask and holds it up into the light and gazes on the contents of the flask.
MoJo: After all this time. My greatest creation! My greatest disappointment.
MoJo turns and begins walking back to the main part of his lab. The camera pulls in to the label on the
flask to reveal: "Remains of the RowdyRuff Boys". Inside the flask can be seen snips, snails, and a
puppy dog tail. MoJo grabs another container filled with chemical x.
MoJo: This had better work.
MoJo looks at the container of chemical x.
MoJo: This is the all the chemical x I have left.
MoJo drops the contents of the flask into a big pot. He then adds the chemical x. MoJo just stands and
watches. For a few seconds, nothing happens; and then, BOOM! MoJo is knocked clear across the lab
and left on the floor in a very similar way as the Professor when the PowerPuff Girls were created. MoJo
quickly recovers from the blast and looks up. There he sees the RowdyRuff Boys floating above the pot
looking triumphant. MoJo is overjoyed.

Brick: We're the RowdyRuff Boys and we're here to kick some butt!

MoJo: My boys!
The RowdyRuff Boys look at MoJo rather puzzled. They seem to remember something of the last time
they were created, but not enough to piece anything together.
Boomer: Dude, who is that?

Brick: I dunno, but he looks kind of familiar...

Butch: Yeah.

MoJo: It's me! MoJo JoJo! Don't you remember?
The RowdyRuff Boys concentrate harder in an attempt to remember.
Butch: I think so. Are you our pet?
MoJo's face drops.
MoJo: No!!!...Boys...I am your father!
The RowdyRuff Boys recoil in horror.
Brick shakes his head in disbelief.
Brick: No!...It isn't possible!

MoJo: Search your memories. You know it to be true!

Boomer: No way man! This is too freaky!

MoJo: I created you once before, but all three of you were destroyed by those meddling PowerPuff Girls!

Butch: You're lying! No way some sissy girl destroyed me!



MoJo: Oh yes you were! You all were! That is why I need your help. I need three very important items.
Very important items that will allow me...and all of you...to get revenge on those accursed PowerPuff
Girls!

Brick: Yeah! Let's do it!

Boomer: I'm with you MoJo!
Butch makes a fist and pounds it into his other hand.
Butch: Those girls are toast!

MoJo: Excellent! Take these!
MoJo hands the RowdyRuff Boys each a communication device. The device is a headset with small red
visor that fits in front of the left eye. The RowdyRuff Boys put them on.

MoJo points to Brick.
MoJo: You get the diamond.
MoJo points to Butch.
MoJo: You get the plutonium.
MoJo points to Boomer.
MoJo: And you get the chemical x.
MoJo then addresses all of the RowdyRuff Boys.
MoJo: And remember, if you run into the PowerPuff Girls...
Brick interrupts MoJo.
Brick: We're gonna smash 'em into oblivion!

MoJo: No! Just get back here with the items! Do not engage them in combat!
The RowdyRuff Boys all frown at MoJo's lack of confidence in them.
MoJo: Once you three return with the items I have requested, we shall destroy the PowerPuff Girls once
and for all!

RowdyRuff Boys: Yeah!
The RowdyRuff Boys fly through the roof and break off into three different directions.
Scene changes back to PowerPuff Girls room. Blossom and Bubbles are just returning from the
museum.
Blossom: I can't believe she just ran off like that.

Bubbles: Yeah. I mean it wasn't my fault MoJo got away.

Blossom: Well, technically, he wouldn't have gotten away if you didn't bump into Buttercup.
Bubbles is annoyed at Blossom for inferring she's the reason why MoJo escaped.
Bubbles: I didn't bump into her! She flew right in front of me!

Blossom: Oh what's the difference. The point is she's not back.
Just then, the hotline rings. Blossom answers.
Blossom: Blossom here. What's that Mayor?...The museum again?!...The conference center?...The
army base too?!...How is that possible?...Don't worry mayor, we're on our way!
Blossom hangs up the hotline and turns to Bubbles.



Blossom: The Townsville museum, conference center and army base are under attack!

Bubbles: By who?

Blossom: I don't know, but we've got to find out. You go to the conference center. I'll go back to the
museum. Hopefully the army base can hold out until we're done. I just wish Buttercup were here! Let's
go!
Blossom and Bubbles fly through the roof and split off to their respective destinations.
Scene changes to Brick smashing through the museum looking for the diamond. He finally spots it under
a thick clear encasement surrounded by steel bars, which are in turn surrounded by barbed wire. He
uses his laser vision to zap the obstructions. He takes the diamond, sticks it in his pocket and flies off.
Scene changes to Boomer filling a rather sizeable container full of chemical x. He grabs the container,
puts it in his oversized backpack and flies off.
Scene changes to army base. Butch is having fun blowing up the tanks sent out to try to stop him. All
along the side of the base are huge anti-aircraft guns like the ones you'd see on a battleship. They open
fire at Butch, but he is able to dodge their fire. One of the giant gun blasts hits him and sends him sailing
into the side of a tank. The tank is demolished from the impact of Butch's body. Butch is a little dazed at
first, but he quickly recovers. He becomes angry. He bolts straight for the anti-aircraft guns and starts
smashing them one by one. He bends the barrel of one of the guns causing it to backfire back into itself.
Butch spots the main door. It's heavily shielded. Butch pounds on the door until he gets through. A few
moments later he emerges with a small lead container with the words "RADIOACTIVE" and
"PLUTONIUM" on the side.
Scene changes to Blossom flying towards the museum. She spots something flying towards her, but
can't make it out at first. She stops dead in the air and strains a look. Camera changes to Brick flying
from the opposite direction. He also soon realizes that there is something in front of him in the distance.
As he flies closer, he too tries to make out what it is. Brick comes within 50 yards of Blossom and stops
dead in the air staring straight at Blossom. At this distance, Blossom realizes who it is.

Blossom: Oh my gosh! It can't be!
Scene changes to Bubbles and Boomer in a similar situation. They both notice each other in the air and
stop dead in their tracks about 50 yards from each other.

Bubbles: What?! What's he doing here?
Scene changes to Buttercup flying very slowly in the air with her eyes down and a scowl on her face.
She's brooding over the events of the day, feeling sorry for herself.

Buttercup: (muttering to herself) Lousy Bubbles getting in my way...(mockingly) "Ooooh, I'm Blossom,
and I'm perfect. I never make any mistakes."...stupid coloring book...I can draw as good as her...I don't
need them...I don't need anybody...
Buttercup looks up and sees something flying straight at her. Camera shifts to Butch. He notices
something in front of him too. He gets about 50 yards of Buttercup and stops dead in his tracks.
Scene changes back to Blossom and Brick. Brick is motionless just staring at Blossom. He knows he
has seen her before, but he can't quite remember. Flashbacks to the time when he and Blossom fought
race before his eyes.
Brick: Who...who is that? She...looks...
Scene changes to Boomer and Bubbles. Boomer gets flashbacks to the last time they met. His
memories only seem to be of Bubbles fighting or getting hurt, but without any association of who was



receiving or giving the punishment. He remembers Bubbles rescuing the children on the school bus that
was thrown by one of the RowdyRuff Boys. The last flashback is of the moment before the kiss that
destroyed him. Boomer's jaw widens; he makes a small gasp, but says nothing.
Scene changes to Buttercup and Butch. Butch's flashbacks are the foggiest. He only sees very small bits
and pieces from their last encounter but seems to remember all of the PowerPuff Girls, not just
Buttercup.
Buttercup: Oh great! They're back! How did this happen?
Scene changes to Blossom. Her expression of shock and fear changes to a sly confident look.
Blossom: Wait a minute. This is going to be easy! We can defeat them just like before!
Scene changes to Bubbles. Bubbles also remembers how they defeated the RowdyRuff Boys the last
time. Her expression changes to that of a sultry pose like the last time.
Bubbles: All we need to do is be nice to them...
Scene changes to Buttercup. Apparently she has also come to the same conclusion as the rest of the
girls at the same time. However, she completes this little scripted conversation a little differently.
Buttercup: (screams in the air) And I'm not doing it!!!
Buttercup takes off straight for Butch at full speed. Butch, still in a bit of a daze from seeing Buttercup
again, has his guard down. Buttercup slams straight into Butch and sends him along with the case of
plutonium sailing into the 1st floor of a nearby building. The wall collapses on top of him covering him in
rubble.
Scene changes to Blossom. Blossom is putting on the "charm" like she did the last time. She floats over
to Brick and kisses him on the check. His reaction leading up to the kiss is identical to the last time.
Scene changes to Bubbles. Bubbles reenacts the kiss from the last time on Boomer.
Scene changes to Butch. Butch sticks his head out of the rubble and looks up at Buttercup.
Butch: It's gonna take a lot more than a few cheap shots from you to stop me!
Butch bolts out of the rubble and clashes with Buttercup.
Scene changes to Brick. Brick is screaming much like the way he did the last time Blossom kissed him.
However, he doesn't explode.
Brick: Ahhhhhhhhhhhheeeeeeeeewwwwww!!!!!!! Grrrrrrr! Girl cooties!
Blossom is stunned at the turn of events. Brick swoops up over her and gives her a double handed
smash on the top of the head. Blossom goes streaking down through the ground below.
Brick: Petooui!
Brick spits and wipes his cheek. He then flies off back to MoJo's lab. After he leaves, Blossom emerges
from the hole in the ground and looks up in the sky for Brick.
Blossom: Oh no! It didn't work! Now what are we going to do?
Scene changes to Bubbles and Boomer. The scene cuts back to the moment just before the kiss.
Bubbles kisses Boomer, but instead of screaming and blowing up, Boomer reacts by holding his hand to
his face on the spot where Bubbles kissed him.

Boomer: What did you do that for?
Bubbles realizes that this is not right. She holds her hands up near her mouth and exclaims...
Bubbles: Oh no! He didn't blow up!
Boomer is completely confused.
Boomer: Huh?
Suddenly, Bubbles and Boomer are both distracted by loud explosions in the background. They take a
quick glance at each other and then both fly off to investigate. They soon find Buttercup and Butch
fighting it out.
Butch: Had enough sissy?!



Buttercup: I haven't even got started!
Back and forth they duke it out.

An array of spectacular attacks are unleashed by each of them. Bubbles and Boomer float nearby
astonished at the scene in front of them. Buttercup tries a frontal attack, but Butch sees her coming and
sidesteps her. He grabs her by the hair and sends her into a nearby water tower. Boomer takes this
opportunity to fly over to Butch and talk to him.
Boomer: Dude! MoJo said to come back right away! What are you doing?

Butch: Hey, I don't take orders from a monkey!
Bubbles flies off to go help Buttercup. Buttercup emerges soaked from the water tower.
Bubbles: Buttercup, are you okay?!

Buttercup: Yeah, I'm fine. But we've gotta stop those guys!

Bubbles: I tried, but it doesn't work!

Buttercup: What doesn't work?

Bubbles: You know...being nice to them?

Buttercup: What?!
Camera changes back to Boomer and Butch.
Boomer: Come on! We've got to get back. We promised!
Butch scowls, but cools down enough to realize Boomer is right.
Butch: Okay! Fine! Let's just go!
Butch flies down to the building where Buttercup first knocked him into to retrieve the case of plutonium.
He grabs it and heads off for MoJo's. Boomer follows behind, but stops momentarily to look back. He
sees Bubbles talking with Buttercup. He focuses in on Bubbles for a moment, then turns and flies off.
Scene changes to MoJo's lab. Brick is already there handing MoJo the diamond. Butch and Boomer
enter through the hole in the roof they made previously.
Brick: What took you guys so long?

Boomer: We ran into those (mispronouncing) Powder Puff Girls.

Butch: Yeah. They're not so tough.

Boomer: I don't know, that dark haired one knocked you around pretty hard.

Butch: You think that's hard? Wait until you see what I'm about to do to you!
Brick steps in between them.
Brick: Hey, hey! Let's keep our heads here! MoJo is just about to unveil his plan to get rid of those pests
once and for all.
Brick turns to Mojo.
Brick: Right Mojo?
Before MoJo can speak, HIM appears.



HIM: Oh my dear boys! I can't thank you enough for retrieving those items for me.

Brick: Hey, who are you?
MoJo looks nervously at Brick.
MoJo: He is the master!
MoJo turns to HIM.
MoJo: I have everything ready! We can begin immediately!

HIM: Excellent! I knew I could count on you. Hahahahahaha...
MoJo joins in with the maniacal laughter.
Boomer whispers to Brick and Butch.
Boomer: I got a bad feeling about this guy.
Scene changes to MoJo attaching the diamond to his giant laser. Scene changes to MoJo in a
radioactive suit, dropping the plutonium into the laser's core. Scene change to MoJo pouring the large
container of chemical x into a large pot.
HIM: And now, the final ingredient!
HIM takes the point of one of his claws and intentionally cuts himself. He lets six drops of his blood drip
into the pot containing the chemical x.
The chemical x begins to react. The mixture starts violently churning. HIM quickly jumps in the laser
control seat and pulls a lever. The laser begins to power up using the plutonium as the power source.
The dials go crazy as the laser has never been run with this much energy before.
MoJo: Pull the next lever on my mark! 3...2...1...mark!
HIM pulls the next lever. An intense white beam of light shoots from the laser into the chemical x. The
reaction is still churning, but more constrained. All of the forces exerted by the reaction are in the up and
down direction. However, the reaction keeps getting stronger and stronger. MoJo realizes that he needs
more power to contain the reaction.
MoJo: Pull the third lever! We need more power!
HIM gleefully pulls the third lever. The surge of power redlines all the meters on the laser. The whole lab
begins to shake. The chemical reaction shows no sign of dissipating. It keeps getting stronger. The laser
is at maximum output. It feels like the whole building is going to shake apart. MoJo realizes there is no
turning back at this point. All he can do is stand there and stare in slack-jawed amazement at the
awesome power of the chemical x and HIM's blood. The RowdyRuff Boys are also watching, curious to
see what will happen.
MoJo: She can't take much more of this! She's gonna blow!
Camera cuts to HIM still behind the laser controls looking very intently on the reaction. Camera changes
to the outside of MoJo's lair. FOOOOOOM!!! A giant cylindrical explosion blasts through the top and
bottom of the structure. Back on the inside, we see that the explosion has blasted a gaping, but perfectly
round, hole in the roof. Also, the floor has been basted away straight down into the volcano below
MoJo's lair. The resulting explosion has reactivated the volcano. The blast did have enough outward
force to do some damage to the inside of the lab, but only minor. The lab is covered with smoke. The
RowdyRuff Boys and MoJo are heard coughing beneath the dense fog. MoJo gets on his hands and
knees to avoid the smoke. He crawls around trying to get to the center of the explosion to see the result.
MoJo finds the hole in the center of the floor and peers down to see the molten lava boiling and
churning. He looks up and sees something floating behind the dense smoke screen.
HIM: My baby! Just what I always wanted...a little girl! A perfect little girl. And she's all mine.
As the smoke begins to dispel, the image of the shadowy figure becomes clearer. Cut to MoJo's face as
he looks in astonishment at what has been created.



MoJo: She...she...she...is...beautiful...
Camera turns to the shadowy figure as the last of the smoke clears to reveal something that looks a lot
like a PowerPuff Girl. She has long light-purplish flowing hair and is dressed in white. There is an aura
about her that radiates light and beauty. She is just hovering. Silent.

HIM: Well what do you have to say MoJo? Didn't think I still had it in me? (jabs MoJo in the ribs with his
elbow) Hmmmm?

Narrator: Oh no! It can't be! It's...it's...I can't even say it. It's...(gasp) HER!
The RowdyRuff Boys look on in guarded amazement.
Butch: What is that?

Brick: It looks like one of those Powder Tuff girls. But there's definitely something different about this
one.

Boomer: Do you think she's friendly?

Brick: I don't know. But we'd better be ready for anything.
Brick looks at HIM.
Brick: I don't trust that guy at all!

MoJo: This is a glorious day! We now have the power to destroy the PowerPuff Girls once and for all!
HIM turns to HER.
HIM: My child, you are the most perfect creation of all! Go and exterminate all those who oppose us.
Especially, the PowerPuff Girls!
HER begins to grin. HER begins to speak with a low voice that gets higher whenever she exclaims.
HER: I shall cleanse this land of these inferior beings, my father!

HIM: Go! Go forth and conquer Townsville!
HER looks down on the RowdyRuff Boys with a cold and condescending expression. The RowdyRuff
Boys stare back bewildered, still not knowing what to make of her. She turns to HIM and speaks.

HER: Father, what about them?

HIM: They are of no concern. I shall handle this small matter myself.
HER gives one last look at RowdyRuff Boys. She glances at them with a confident smile. She knows she
is more powerful than they are and could destroy them if she wanted to. She rockets up through the hole
left in the roof. She leaves a streak of white in her path. After watching HER leave, HIM turns around
and jumps back on the laser control seat. He pulls a few levers on the laser's control panel. The glowing
tip of the laser turns from white to red. HIM turns the laser around and points it at the RowdyRuff Boys.
HIM: Now that my work is done, I won't be needing you little parasites anymore!
HIM fires the laser at the RowdyRuff Boys. He hits them dead on. The RowdyRuff Boys start screaming
and writhing in pain.
MoJo: What are you doing?!! This was never part of our agreement!

HIM: I'm altering our agreement! Pray that I do not alter it further!
MoJo looks on in horror as the boys are blasted with the laser.



Butch: Arrrrgggghhh! MoJo!

Brick: Help us!

Boomer: Please...MoJo!

HIM turns a dial on the laser increasing the power. The boys scream even louder trying to break free
from the grip of the laser. MoJo turns and looks at HIM laughing as he inflicts an intense amount of pain
on the boys. MoJo looks back at the RowdyRuff Boys.
HIM: And now my young RowdyRuff Boys, you will die!
HIM turns up the dial to its maximum. The boys scream even louder.
Brick: Father! Help us please!
MoJo can't take any more of this. He jumps in the laser's control area and picks HIM up over his head.
The laser swings off the RowdyRuff Boys making a path of destruction until it eventually dissipates.
MoJo carries HIM towards the hole in the center of the lab made when HER was created.
HIM: MoJo! What do you think you are doing?!
MoJo thrusts HIM down into the volcano. HIM screams on his way into the fiery pit. MoJo turns around
and slumps down, panting, out of breath.
MoJo: He's heavier than he looks!
MoJo quickly recovers and rushes over to the RowdyRuff Boys. They're still alive, but barely. MoJo
scoops them up in his arms. With a tear in his eye he exclaims...
MoJo: My babies!
MoJo's expression turns to grim determination.
MoJo: I know what I must do!
MoJo hops into a hovercraft with the RowdyRuff Boys and takes off.
Scene changes to Blossom. Blossom is flying around searching for Brick. She begins to talk to herself.
Blossom: Where did he go? He couldn't have gotten far.
Blossom spots Bubbles and Buttercup. She flies over to confer with them.
Blossom: Hey guys! Guess what!

Buttercup: Let me guess, the RowdyRuff Boys are back.

Blossom: You've seen them too?

Bubbles: Yeah, and being nice to them doesn't work anymore!

Blossom: (rubbing the top of her head) Yeah, I know.

Blossom: We've got to find them. They couldn't have gotten very far.

Bubbles: But where should we look?

Blossom: I've got a feeling MoJo JoJo is behind this!

Buttercup: They probably went back to his lab.

Blossom: Let's go!



The PowerPuff Girls streak off to MoJo's lab. They arrive and enter through the giant hole in the roof.
The lab is in shambles.
Bubbles: What happened here?

Buttercup: Maybe MoJo couldn't control them this time.

Bubbles: Maybe. There's definitely something different about them.

Blossom: Whatever happened, we've got to find them before they destroy Townsville!
The PowerPuff Girls streak off. Cut to the PowerPuff Girls flying together in formation.
Blossom: Let's split up. If you find one of them, just holler.
The girls break off in three different directions looking for the RowdyRuff Boys. We follow Buttercup
scanning the area for the boys. She hears a disturbance nearby.
Buttercup: Huh?
Buttercup flies over to investigate. Much to her shock, it's not the RowdyRuff Boys. It's HER smashing
up buildings and terrorizing the people of Townsville.
Buttercup: Hey! Who are you?!
HER turns around and looks at Buttercup. HER's confident smile is unwavering.
HER: Hmmm, you must be one of those pathetic PowerPuff Girls I've been hearing about. I don't know
what all the fuss is about. This one looks particularly weak and fragile.

Buttercup: Oh yeah?! I'll show you who's weak!

Buttercup charges towards HER. HER just stands motionless in mid-air with her arms folded, waiting for
Buttercup to reach her. At the last moment before Buttercup can execute her attack, HER spins around
and kicks Buttercup in the back all while keeping her arms crossed. Buttercup's eyes widen on the
impact of HER's kick. Buttercup goes sailing into a nearby structure. Buttercup is slightly dazed, but
recovers quickly.
Buttercup: You won't be able to do that again!
HER remains stationary in the air with her arms crossed. This time when Buttercup reaches her, HER
doges her attack with super speed. Buttercup stops dead in here tracks staring into the spot where HER
was a moment ago. The camera changes angles to reveal that HER is now standing behind Buttercup.
HER clears her throat to get Buttercup's attention. Buttercup spins around and sees HER standing their
looking down on her.
Buttercup: What the?! That's impossible!

HER: Maybe for a weakling like you. But I am the most perfect creation ever! I am unstoppable.

Buttercup: We'll see about that!
Buttercup attempts to punch HER repeatedly. However, HER is able to move out of the way of each
punch all while keeping her arms folded across her chest. Buttercup's frustration grows. She swings
harder and faster, but to no avail. HER just keeps dodging Buttercup's punches. Buttercup decides to go
for a knockout punch. Buttercup shifts all of her body's weight into the punch. However, HER doges it
effortlessly. Buttercup is left off balance. HER takes advantage of this and smashes Buttercup in the
face with a punch of her own. Buttercup is sent crashing to the ground. Buttercup is sprawled out on the
concrete. HER flies over and gloats over Buttercup. HER taunts Buttercup in a sarcastic tone.



HER: Hmmmm. Maybe this isn't a PowerPuff Girl. She fights more like a little baby.
Buttercup is still a little groggy, but is ready to respond to HER's taunts.
Buttercup: Who are you calling a baby?! I'm the toughest PowerPuff Girl of them all!

HER: Oh, that's a shame. I was hoping for more of a challenge.

Buttercup: Why you little!...
Buttercup tries to get up, but HER puts her foot on Buttercup's chest and pushes her back down. HER
just stands there smiling confidently down on Buttercup as she struggles to get up.
Buttercup: Get off of me!

HER: What's the matter? Is the baby gonna cry?
Buttercup struggles and struggles but can't break free.
HER: This is boring.
HER lifts her foot off of Buttercup. Buttercup quickly gets up. However, as soon as Buttercup gets on her
feet, HER smacks her across her face. Buttercup is jolted, but does not fall.

HER: Where are your sisters?!

Buttercup: I'll never tell you!
HER backhands the other side Buttercup's face.
HER: Just tell me and I promise to destroy you quickly.

Buttercup: I'm not afraid of you!
Buttercup attempts a last ditch swing at HER. HER puts her hand out and catches Buttercup's punch.
After a brief pause for effect, HER pushes Buttercup back down on the ground.
HER: What a pity. Maybe if you were tougher I would have allowed you to join me.
Buttercup gets to her feet.
Buttercup: You aren't tough. You're just a bully!
HER's expression changes for the first time. Her confident grin is replaced by a look of mild anger.
HER: You are nothing! Say goodbye PowerPuff Girl!
HER's eyes begin to flicker and glow. Buttercup realizes that HER is about to zap her with her laser
vision. Buttercup decides to retreat, and fast. HER lets loose a blast, but Buttercup dodges it in the nick
of time and flies away. HER shouts at Buttercup.
HER: Pathetic fool! There's no escape!
HER takes off after Buttercup. Buttercup is visibly shaken and scared. She tries her best to get away
from HER. HER shoots laser blasts from her eyes in an attempt hit Buttercup. Buttercup doges a few of
the blasts until one hits her dead on. Buttercup falls from the sky into the Townsville river. HER stops at
the spot where Buttercup was hit. She looks down where Buttercup splashed into the river.
HER: Hahahahaha. This is almost too easy! Soon this town will be mine!
HER flies off.
Scene changes to MoJo streaking across the sky in the hovercraft. MoJo drives the hovercraft through
the roof of the PowerPuff Girls' home and crashes into their living room. Professor Utonium hears the
crash and dashes up from his lab to investigate. When he enters the living room, he discovers a
smashed up hovercraft in the back and MoJo holding all three of the unconscious RowdyRuff Boys.
MoJo, teary-eyed, makes a desperate plea to the Professor.
MoJo: Please Professor...(sniff)...please help them.



The Professor is shocked to see this uncharacteristic display of emotion by MoJo. The Professor's
fatherly instincts soon kick in. He knows how he would feel if anything happened to his girls.

Professor: Quick, bring them down to my lab!
Scene change to Blossom flying. She begins talking to herself.
Blossom: There's no sign of them anywhere.
Bubbles meets up with Blossom.
Bubbles: Blossom! Come quick!

Blossom: What is it? Did you find them?

Bubbles: No, but they've must have just been here.
Blossom follows Bubbles. Bubbles leads her to the place where Buttercup and HER fought. Blossom is
in awe of the devastation.
Blossom: What happened here?

Bubbles: I don't know, but this was where Buttercup went to go look.

Blossom: We've got to find her!
Blossom turns her head away from Bubbles and desperately yells out Buttercup's name.
Blossom: BUTTERCUP! BUTTERCUP!!!

Bubbles: I looked and looked, but I can't find her anywhere.

Blossom: Maybe she went back home.
Bubbles begins to get teary-eyed.
Bubbles: I hope she's okay.
The girls streak back to their home. They soon arrive and notice the smashed hovercraft in the living
room.
Bubbles: Hey, what's that?
Blossom calls out for the Professor.
Blossom: Professor...
The girls receive no answer. Blossom and Bubbles fly into the lab.
Blossom: Professor, have you seen...
Before Blossom can finish her sentence, the girls find MoJo in the lab.
Blossom and Bubbles: MoJo JoJo!
MoJo is surprised by the girls' arrival. The girls immediately take the offensive.
Bubbles: What have you done with the Professor?!

Blossom: Where is he?!
MoJo starts stammering and pointing in different directions.
MoJo: I...I...uh...he...uh...
Instinctively, the girls attack. The Professor walks in and sees what's about to happen.
Professor: Girls! No!
The Blossom and Bubbles stop just as they are about to pound MoJo.
Blossom and Bubbles: Huh?



Professor: MoJo came for our help.

Bubbles: What?!

Blossom: It's a trick! Let's get him!
The girls begin to attack.
Professor: No! Wait!

Blossom: Professor, you don't understand. MoJo created the RowdyRuff Boys again! They already
destroyed part of Townsville and Buttercup is missing. And it's all his fault!
Blossom grits her teeth and stares down MoJo. MoJo is taken back for a second, but recovers his
composure.
MoJo: It's true. But that is not what is destroying Townsville.

Bubbles: Then what?

MoJo: Not what...HER!

Blossom: Her? Her who?

MoJo: The daughter of the master! The offspring of the one. The princess of night. The descendent of
darkness. The...

Blossom: (gasp) You mean...HIM?! He has a child? How is that possible?!

MoJo: She was created almost entirely from chemical x. A being more powerful than all you PowerPuff
Girls put together!

Bubbles: But where are the RowdyRuff Boys?

Professor: They were hurt pretty bad. They're recovering in the isolation chambers.
Bubbles looks over at the three vertical cigar shaped tanks. Blossom continues with her questioning
while Bubbles flies over to investigate the condition of the RowdyRuff Boys. The others' voices trail off as
Bubbles approaches the tanks.

The tanks are gray, each with a small round window like a porthole on a ship. Bubbles floats over and
looks in the first window. She notices that it's Brick inside the chamber. He doesn't seem to be wearing a
shirt, but for some reason, he still has his baseball cap on. He's submerged in a clear liquid with a
scuba-like breathing device in his mouth. He's breathing, but appears to be unconscious. Bubbles floats
over and peers inside the second tank. She notices that it's Boomer. He's also unconscious and
breathing through the same kind of device as Brick. His face seems peaceful and calm. She studies him
closer, tracing the curve of his face from his hair down to his chin. She can tell there's something
different about him from the first time they met. He doesn't seem evil, or belligerent. Bubbles snaps out
of her momentary daydream and turns her head toward the last chamber. She looks through the window
and sees Butch. Even though he's unconscious with a breathing device in his mouth, he still manages to
have a scowl on his face. She moves closer to the glass, staring at his tightly shut eyes. Just then,
Butch's eyes pop open. Bubbles is startled and jumps back.



She streaks off back to the lab where the others are talking.
Bubbles: Professor!!!
Bubbles makes it back to the lab. She sees the Professor and begins to explain.
Bubbles: They were asleep, but one of them woke up and...
Bubbles is interrupted by a noise from behind. As she turns around, everyone's eyes shift to the source
of the disturbance. Camera does one of those fast zoom moves five times on the RowdyRuff Boys. All
three boys are standing together (fully dressed) and they don't look too happy.
Butch: Well, well, if it isn't the Power Patch girls. Where's the other one? I've got a score to settle with
her!

Blossom: That's PowerPuff! And we're not the ones trying to destroy you.

Brick: Ha! You expect us to believe that?

MoJo: Boys! We have a new enemy! She is more powerful than all of you combined!

Boomer: You mean that girl we saw?

MoJo: If she is not stopped, she will destroy us all!

Butch: Hey, I'm done taking orders from you MoJo! We trusted you and look where it got us!
Butch looks in the direction of Blossom and Bubbles.
Butch: And I sure as heck don't need any help from a bunch of sissies! I can take care of
that...that...thing myself!
Butch turns to Brick and Boomer.
Butch: I'm outta here. If you're smart, you'll join me.
Butch crashes through the roof and flies off. Brick and Boomer look at each other then decide to follow
Butch. Blossom intercepts them.
Blossom: Wait! Please, the only way we can stop her is if we work together.
Brick narrows his eyes. He looks at Blossom suspiciously.
Brick: Why should we trust you? You wanted to destroy us!

Blossom: Because if you don't, we're all doomed. You, me, and everyone in Townsville. Please, we
need your help.
Brick stares into Blossom's eyes. He contemplates whether or not to trust her. As he tries to determine
her intentions, his expression slowly changes. He begins to believe that she is telling the truth and that
she is genuinely concerned.
Brick: If she's as powerful as you all say, we're going to need a plan.
Blossom begins to smile.
Blossom: We're going to have to hit her hard and fast.
Boomer turns to Brick.
Boomer: Dude, what about Butch?
Bubbles turns to Blossom.
Bubbles: And Buttercup!

Blossom: You're right! Professor, you and MoJo see if you can find a weakness she might have. The



four of us will try to find Buttercup and Butch. We're going to need everyone for this fight.

Professor: Be careful out there! According to my calculations, the chemical x may begin to cause
mutations in her. There's no telling what might happen!

Brick: Blossom and I will take the north side of town. Boomer and Bubbles, you guys go south. If you find
them, bring them back here. We'll all meet back in 30 minutes. Got it?

Boomer and Bubbles: Check!

Blossom: Hopefully by then we'll have a plan. Let's go!
Brick and Blossom fly off to the north. Boomer and Bubbles fly off to the south. MoJo has a worried look
on his face.
MoJo: Do you think they will be all right?

Professor: Heh...don't worry, you'll get used to it.
Scene change to Butch. He's flying around looking for HER. He spots Buttercup washed up face down
on the beach. She looks hurt. He goes down to investigate.
Butch: Humph...look what the cat dragged in.

Buttercup: You! So what are you going do? Kick a girl when she's down?

Butch: Hah! I've got bigger fish to fry! So what happened to you? Break a nail?
Buttercup slowly gets on her feet.
Buttercup: You mean you don't know? She's not with you guys?

Butch: No way! But when I find her, I'm going to finish her once and for all!

Buttercup: You idiot! Take a look at me! She did this! You don't stand a chance by yourself!

Butch: Hey, maybe you weren't tough enough, but I am!

Buttercup: You couldn't beat me and you aren't going to beat her!
Butch turns his back on Buttercup and folds his arms.

Butch: I don't need anyone! Especially not a crybaby like you!
Butch's words strike a chord with Buttercup. Buttercup begins to remember the things she had said
earlier.
Buttercup: (echoing in Buttercup's mind) She's just a big baby!

Bubbles: (echoing in Buttercup's mind) You're just a stupid bully!

HER: (echoing in Buttercup's mind) What's the matter? Is the baby gonna cry?

Buttercup: (echoing in Buttercup's mind) I don't need them...I don't need anybody...
Buttercup snaps back to reality. She now realizes the error of her ways. She tries to convince Butch to
work together.



Buttercup: Listen to me! I thought I didn't need any help. I thought I could handle everything myself. I
was wrong. She's not like anything I've ever faced. Her power is incredible. She's incredibly quick. I
couldn't even get a hand on her!
Butch's scowl begins to soften slightly. He turns around and faces Buttercup. When he looks at her, he
begins to notice the scratches and scars all over Buttercup's face and arms. He sees her tattered
clothing and burnt hair. Only now does he allow himself to notice the amount of punishment she has
taken at the hands of HER.
Butch: Man, she really dished it out. How did you get away?

Buttercup: I didn't. She blasted me full-force with her laser vision. I fell into the river and washed up here.
Butch is astonished at the amount of punishment Buttercup was able to take.

Butch: R-Really?

Buttercup: Yeah. But that's not important right now. We've got to find her and stop her! Together we
might stand a chance.

Butch: Right now? Well, uh, are you up to it? I mean, you took a lot of damage and all.

Buttercup: Ha! Just try and stop me!
Butch stands there with his mouth open. He's shocked that after all she's been through, she's ready to
fight again.
Buttercup cracks a sly smile.
Buttercup: Hey, don't tell me you're going soft on me?
Butch responds with a sly look of his own.
Butch: Yeah right!

Buttercup: Well just don't stand there, let's go!
Buttercup blasts off going south. Butch quickly follows.
Scene change to Professor and MoJo working in the lab. The Professor is working at a desk surrounded
by computer printouts. In the background is a chalkboard covered with scientific calculations.
Professor: This is hopeless. Based on my analysis, this creature is practically indestructible. I don't have
the slightest idea what to do.

MoJo: There may be a way.

Professor: How?
MoJo is reluctant to reveal his plan.
MoJo: I was saving it to one day to destroy the PowerPuff Girls! But I guess we need it now.

Professor: What? What?!

MoJo: A laser!

Professor: A laser? So what?



MoJo: Not just any laser! (echo) The Deathray 2000!

Professor: Deathray 2000?!!

MoJo: Yes! It is one of my greatest inventions! An orbiting satellite with a laser so powerful, it could
destroy all of the PowerPuff Girls in a single blow!
As MoJo is talking about the laser, the camera changes to various views of the laser in space. It has the
words "Made in USA" and "Chemical X" written on it.
MoJo: The biggest problem was obtaining an energy source powerful enough to generate the one point
twenty-one exawatts of electricity it needs to be fully operational.
The Professor becomes hysterical.
Professor: One point twenty-one exawatts of electricity!!! One point twenty-one exawatts of electricity!
Great Scott!!
MoJo slaps the Professor across the face. The Professor snaps out of his tirade.
Professor: Sorry about that. But how did you generate that much energy?!

MoJo: By using almost all of the chemical x in my possession.

Professor: You mean?

MoJo: Yes! A laser powered from...(echo) chemical x!

MoJo: But there is only one problem.

Professor: What? What?!

MoJo: There is no targeting system on the laser!

Professor: You forgot to include a targeting system?!

MoJo: It doesn't matter! Those blasted PowerPuff Girls are too fast. They would just fly out of the way
once the laser was fired. That is when I knew the only way to destroy the PowerPuff Girls was to create
one more powerful than all of them combined!
As MoJo is going talking, the Professor begins to realize that MoJo is the one responsible for creating
HER. He begins to look down at MoJo with an annoyed expression on his face. One of the Professor's
eyebrows is cocked higher than the other.
MoJo: That is when I came up with my brilliant plan to create the most powerful...uh...
MoJo begins to realize he's said too much. He looks up and notices the Professor's disapproving stare.
He tries to change the subject.
MoJo: um...anyway, uh, I made a laser!
The Professor doesn't press the issue of who made HER any further.
Professor: So how is any of this going to help us?

MoJo: We need to devise a way to get HER to stay in one spot. Hmmmm...Aha! I know! Chewing gum!
Oh wait...that didn't work...Oh, fly paper! No, that's stupid! Hmmmm...
The Professor rolls his eyes.
Scene change to Butch and Buttercup flying. They see explosions in the distance and realize that it must



be HER wreaking havoc on the town. They blast off to stop her. They arrive a split second later and see
HER standing on top of the city hall. Panic stricken citizens are running helter-skelter in the streets.
HER: Hahaha! Run! Run like the cowards you are!
HER lets loose a few shots of her laser vision randomly striking buildings, cars, etc. causing major
destruction and chaos. Butch and Buttercup approach her from behind.
Buttercup: Hey! Why don't you pick on someone your own size?
Startled, HER turns around to see Buttercup and Butch standing together, staring her down.
HER: What the? You both live?! How is this possible?!

Butch: Your daddy's not here to help you this time! So prepare yourself 'cause it ain't gonna be pretty!

HER: Ooooh, I'm so scared. What are you going to do bleed on me?
Butch makes the first move. He crouches down takes off straight for HER. HER sticks her hand out and
grabs his head. She stops him cold, and then kicks him into the sky. HER takes off after Butch.
Buttercup takes off after HER. HER surpasses Butch as he's sailing through the air.

HER swats Butch down sending him straight down into the ground. Buttercup tries to attack HER, but
HER is ready. HER knees Buttercup in the midsection and then swats her down like she did with Butch.
HER remains floating in the sky gloating over her victims. She waits patiently for their next move. Butch
and Buttercup recover quickly from the impact.
Butch: Oooouch. Dang! You were right about her!

Buttercup: We're doing this all wrong! One of us has got to distract her while the other moves in for the
attack!

Butch: Fine! I'll go first.
Butch blasts off straight up into the sky to meet up with HER.
Butch: That was a pretty lucky shot. Let's see if you can do it again.

HER: Perhaps if you beg for mercy, I'll make your end quick and...somewhat painless.

Butch: That's funny; I seem to remember your father was the one begging for mercy...right before he got
thrown into that volcano.

HER: What?!!!

Butch: He was crying like a little baby! If you like, I'll make sure you join him after I'm done with you!

HER: Why you!!!
Butch flies off. HER chases Butch in hot pursuit. Butch looks back to see how far HER is from him, but
he doesn't see HER behind him at all.

He turns his head to look forward and is startled to see HER floating in front of him with her arms
crossed. Butch slams on his breaks and ends up nose-to-nose in front of HER. HER's eyes are in flames
with rage. She grabs Butch by the collar and raises her other arm over her head. HER is just about to
give Butch a devastating blow when Buttercup comes from behind and pounds HER on top of the head
with a double-fisted smash. HER's eyes widen on the impact. HER recovers and turns her head towards



Buttercup. Butch takes advantage of the opportunity and gives HER a smash in the face. Buttercup and
Butch continue the punishment. They take turns, pounding on HER relentlessly.

Finally, Butch kicks HER in the sky in the same manner as she did to him. Butch and Buttercup blast
upward to intercept HER as she sails through the sky. They both surpass HER and hang in the air for a
second. With super speed, they begin a blistering downward attack. They both hit HER with incredible
force. HER streaks down and impacts the ground. The camera pans back into the distance and we see
a giant mushroom cloud appear originating from the spot where HER hit the ground. Butch and
Buttercup put their hands up to shade their eyes from the intense light given off by the silent explosion.
Once the light dissipates, they both go down to examine the aftermath. They touch down next to the
giant crater left by HER. They stare wide-eyed at the crater. Buttercup and Butch are in utter
amazement.
Buttercup: Wow. We did it. We really did it.

Butch: Yeah.
Butch and Buttercup turn their heads slightly and look at each other. After a brief pause...
Butch and Buttercup: YEAH! WE DID IT! WE DID IT!
They grab each other and jump up and down in celebration. They finish off with a high-five. Buttercup
and Butch then have a playful exchange of words...
Butch: Hey, since when did you get to be so bad?

Buttercup: I was born that way, baby!
They both burst out laughing.
Just then, the ground starts to shake violently. A growling starts to emanate from the crater. It becomes
louder and higher pitched.
The ground shakes even more until finally HER explodes from the center of the crater and goes straight
up into the air. Butch and Buttercup stare in disbelief. HER lands down on the ground about 20 yards
away from Butch and Buttercup. HER's body is bruised and has some small cuts on various locations.
Her once spotless white clothing is dirty and ragged. She is incensed.
HER: You pitiful fools! How dare you! I am the most powerful being in the universe!
Butch and Buttercup take a step back in reaction to HER's fierceness. HER begins to twitch and spasm.
She growls in anger. Her body begins to mutate and deform.

After many strange contortions, HER takes on a new form. She now looks like a female version of HIM.
She's a little bigger than before with red skin, dark pupils, and black claws. Butch and Buttercup cannot
believe their eyes.
HER: I shall destroy you both once and for all! Prepare to meet your doom!
Butch and Buttercup resume their attack. However, this time HER is too powerful even for their
combined assault. HER begins to beat them both unmercifully.
Scene changes to Boomer and Bubbles flying. Boomer glances over at Bubbles. Bubbles notices him
looking in her direction.
Bubbles: What?

Boomer: Oh, nothing. It's just that...well, I keep remembering things. A time when we met before. But
it's...cloudy. I think we were enemies, but I don't remember why.

Bubbles: You guys were evil! You wanted to destroy everything and you didn't care who got hurt.



Boomer: I don't feel evil... Bubbles? Why do you and your sisters fight crime?

Bubbles: Because its fun! And we get to help people. Professor says helping people is what being a
superhero is all about.
Boomer and Bubbles conversation is cut short as they see Butch and Buttercup in battle with the
mutated HER.
Boomer: Oh man! Look at that!

Bubbles: Buttercup!
Boomer and Bubbles streak down to assist their siblings. While HER is occupied with Butch and
Buttercup, Bubbles and Boomer attack. Bubbles sneaks in a kick to HER's face. Boomer follows with
punch to HER's midsection, but catches a backhand (backclaw?!) to the face. However, this gives Butch
and Buttercup an opportunity to recover.
Buttercup: (to Bubbles) Am I glad to see you!
Bubbles smiles at Buttercup. Just then, HER smacks Bubbles with her claw.
Buttercup: Hey, leave my sister alone you big bully!
Buttercup rushes in and successfully attacks HER. Now all four of them are attacking HER. The fight
seems pretty evenly matched. They're all trading blows.
Scene change back to the lab. Professor Utonium and MoJo are working on getting the Deathray 2000
operational.
Professor: I successfully up-linked to the laser!
Brick and Blossom return from their search.
Blossom: No sign of them anywhere on the north side.

Brick: Did Boomer come back yet?

MoJo: No, they're late!

Blossom: They must be in trouble. We've got to help them!

Professor: We have a plan, but it's extremely dangerous.

Blossom: What is it Professor?

Professor: You have to try to get HER pinned down to one spot. Once you do, we can fire MoJo's
super-laser that's orbiting the Earth. Hopefully the blast will be enough to destroy her.

MoJo: Take these.
MoJo hands Blossom and Brick the communicators the RowdyRuff Boys used earlier.
MoJo: Keep us informed at all times!

Blossom: How will you know where to fire?

Professor: I've tied the laser into the lab's radar system. When you think the time is right, let us know
through your communicators. You've got seven seconds to clear the area or you'll be destroyed along
with her!



Brick: You got it!
Brick and Blossom waste no time. They blast off going south to rendezvous with the rest of their team.
Scene changes back to the fight with HER. HER is beginning to get the upper hand. HER gets Butch in
a headlock. Boomer tries to help, but is smashed into a large wall. Boomer slowly gets up. HER takes
Butch and throws him into Buttercup. The collision knocks both Butch and Buttercup unconscious. HER
turns her attention to the wobbly Boomer. She begins to charge up her laser vision. Bubbles see this and
realizes that the blast will probably kill Boomer in his weakened state. Bubbles blasts off towards
Boomer. Boomer, still groggy, sees HER powering up for the attack, but can't coordinate his body
enough to move out of the way in time. He stumbles a bit and then falls to his knees. HER completes the
power up and releases a blast of energy rivaling that of the laser that created her. Boomer reflexively
raises his arms in front of his face to shield himself from the blast.
A slow motion sequence ensues. It's a race between Bubbles and the laser blast that's heading straight
for Boomer. Finally, Bubbles reaches Boomer in the nick of time. However, in the process of knocking
him away, she bears the brunt of the laser blast. Bubbles lets out a scream of agony as she's caught in
the laser beam's discharge.

Boomer is inadvertently pushed face down into a large puddle of mud. His entire head is covered with
mud obscuring his blond hair. As the blast dissipates, Bubbles' strained expression fades and she
collapses. Boomer pulls himself out of the mud and turns around. He sees Bubbles lying on her side,
motionless.

Boomer: Bubbles!!!
Boomer rushes over. He turns Bubbles' limp body over and looks into her face for any sign of life. He
shakes Bubbles in an attempt to wake her.
Boomer: Bubbles! Please wake up!
HER sees this and is amused.
HER: Ha! Such heroic nonsense! She could have saved herself, but instead threw it all away to save
poor pathetic you. Hahahaha!
Boomer is filled with rage.
Boomer: You!!! She was pure and innocent! She never wanted to hurt anyone! And you destroyed her!

HER: Oh, stop being so emotional. She was weak! Her faith in her friends was her downfall. Join me as
my servant, and I shall show you true meaning of power!

Boomer: (stifling back tears) I...I'm not gonna let...you get away...with this! I'm...not going to...let
you...hurt anyone else!
Boomer stands up and faces HER seething with anger.

She is looking at him, but is unconcerned. Boomer begins to get angrier and angrier. His rage begins to
give him newfound strength. Boomer lets out a blood-curdling yell that startles HER. The mud covering
his hair and clothing bursts off him. A stream of air blows upward causing his hair to fly about wildly.
Boomer is recharged and ready to fight. HER looks on in astonishment.
HER: What...w-what are you?!

Boomer: Ally to good! Nightmare to you! Yeeeeeeaaaaaah!!!
Boomer makes a beeline for HER. He gives HER a flying elbow that sends her sailing. He flies after her



with super speed and hits her again. Boomer continues his onslaught.
Scene change to Brick and Blossom flying. Blossom sees the battle raging in the distance.
Blossom: Down there! Look!
They change course and head straight for Boomer and HER.
Boomer gets another shot in on HER. However, HER manages to counter; she pounds Boomer's
mid-section. They trade a few blows before Brick and Blossom get there. When Brick and Blossom
arrive, they look on in astonishment at the battle taking place. Boomer is running out of steam, but is still
holding his own pretty well. HER takes an over-handed swipe at Boomer but misses, Boomer ducks
under the swing, swoops up, and gives HER a double fisted smash on her head. HER goes streaking
down into the ground. The force of the impact leaves a second, albeit smaller, crater.
Brick: Boomer! Get out of there!
Hearing Bricks voice, Boomer is startled for a second. He regains his composure and takes off at top
speed away from the area. Blossom radios in to the Professor via the communicator.
Blossom: Now Professor! Now!
Scene change to the lab. MoJo is wearing a communicator, listening for Blossom or Brick to signal.
MoJo is jolted from his seat upon hearing Blossom's screams to fire the laser.
MoJo: Now! Now!
The Professor jumps out of his seat, turns to the console and smashes his fist on a large red button
labeled "FIRE".
Scene change to outer space. We see and hear the laser powering up getting ready to fire.
Scene change back to the crater. The ground begins to shake as before. The growls of HER are heard
again as she attempts to break out of the crater.
Scene change back to the laser. The laser reaches maximum power and fires a blast of super intense
light down toward the Earth.
Scene changes back to the crater. HER blasts out of the crater and into the sky once again. This time,
however, she's met by the laser beam. HER sees the beam coming and tries to change course to avoid
it. The beam misses most of her except for her left arm. HER screams in pain as she streaks upwards.
Brick and Blossom shield their eyes from the intense light of the laser. The laser beam begins to
dissipate. HER looks down and notices her left arm is gone. Seething with anger, she looks up and
blasts off toward outer space.
Scene change to Brick and Blossom. As the light dissipates, they lower their hands and begin looking in
the sky for any sign of HER.
Brick: Did we get her?!

Blossom: I think so.
Butch and Buttercup begin to regain consciousness.
Buttercup: Where am I?

Butch: Ohhhh. My aching head.
Boomer flies past Brick and Blossom, startling them. They turn and see Bubbles lying unconscious on
the ground with Boomer at her side. Brick and Blossom rush over to find out if she's all right. Butch and
Buttercup join up a moment later. Boomer is teary-eyed.
Boomer: She sacrificed herself to save me. I'm sorry...I'm so sorry...
A tear runs down Boomer's cheek. It hangs for a second and then falls on Bubble's forehead. Another
teardrop falls. Bubbles' face begins to twitch and her eyes slowly open.
The first thing she sees is Boomer looking over her.
Bubbles: Oooohhhh. What happened?



Boomer: You're alive!

Blossom: Bubbles! Are you okay?
Bubbles slowly gets up.
Bubbles: Ugh...I think so.

Boomer: She hit you with her laser vision at full power.

Buttercup: Full power?! Wow!

Boomer: I'm sorry you had to go through that.

Bubbles: It's okay. I know you would have done the same for me.
Bubbles smiles at Boomer. Boomer returns the smile.
Butch: Ahem! What happened to HER?!

Brick: I think the super laser got her.

Butch: Super laser? What super laser?!

Blossom: Look, we'll explain later. Right now, you all had better return to the lab. We'll scout around and
see if anyone needs help.
Blossom looks around at the aftermath of all that has happened.
Blossom: What a mess!

Bubbles: Okay, but don't be too long.
Butch, Buttercup, Boomer, and Bubbles take off back to the lab.

Scene change to Bubbles and Buttercup flying next to each other.
Buttercup: Uh, Bubbles.

Bubbles: What?

Buttercup: Uh, um, that was pretty cool the way you took that blast. And, I, uh...I'm...sorry for being
mean to you.

Bubbles: That's okay Buttercup. I'm just glad you're okay.
Bubbles smiles at her sister. Buttercup returns the smile.
Butch: Ugh! I've had about enough of this sissy stuff for one day! Race ya!
Butch speeds off ahead of the group. Buttercup grins at the challenge.
Buttercup: Oh no you don't!

Boomer: You're toast!
The rest of the group accelerates to catch up to Butch.
Scene changes to outer space. HER meets up with the Deathray 2000 clutching the area where her left
arm used to be. She powers up her laser vision and blasts the satellite. The satellite is damaged and



begins to fall to the Earth. The writing on the side of the Deathray has been damaged such that
"chemical x" now reads "che------x". HER leaves the satellite and heads back downward to the Earth.
Scene changes to the lab where the Professor and MoJo are monitoring the situation from the control
room.
Professor: Have you been able to restore communications yet?

MoJo: No, all I get is static.

Professor: What the?!!! I just lost control of the laser! Something happened...I don't know what!
The Professor turns to check the radar. We see the radar screen; there are two red blips that signify
Brick and Blossom on the screen.
Professor: Well at least they show up on the radar.
Just then, Blossom's voice comes through on MoJo's receiver.
Blossom: Hello, hello, hello. Is there anybody out there?

MoJo: I am getting something!

Professor: Put it on speaker.
MoJo flips a switch and Blossom's voice is heard over a speaker embedded in the control panel.
Blossom: Professor, there's no sign of HER anywhere. I think we did it!
The Professor picks up a desktop microphone from the table and begins to speak to Blossom.
Professor: That's great! Is there any sign of HER at all?

Brick: No. We've looked everywhere...
While this conversation is taking place, the camera changes to show the radar screen. We see the two
red blips appear as before. However, on the third pass of the radar, a white blip appears on the edge of
the screen. With each pass of the radar, the white blip gets closer and closer to the two red blips. The
sound of the ping gets higher pitched as the white blip gets closer. MoJo hears this and glances down at
the radar screen. He soon realizes what's happening. MoJo grabs the microphone from the Professor's
hand.
MoJo: Get out of there!!! Get out!!! Get out!!!
Blossom and Brick are startled by MoJo screams through their communicators. They both begin to hear
a noise coming from above. They both turn around and look up. They see HER racing down straight for
them. Brick blasts off 50 yards to the northwest and Blossom blasts off 50 yards to the northeast. HER
lands in the spot they were previously standing. Brick and Blossom stand their ground looking on in total
shock that HER is still alive.
HER: You little rodents! You think you can destroy me?! After I take care of you two, I will hunt down the
rest of you wretched weaklings until I have rid myself of you once and for all! And after that, I will destroy
this pitiful town and all the people in it!
Just then, the Professor's voice comes through on Blossom's and Brick's communicators.
Professor: Blossom! Are you there?

Blossom: Professor, I really don't think this is the time...
Camera change to the Professor speaking on the hand-held microphone.
Professor: Listen to me! The laser is still operable! But we can't fire it from here. You'll have to go and
get it before it burns up in the atmosphere!
Camera changes to Brick. Brick responds in a sarcastic tone.



Brick: Gee that's great Professor. All we have to do is ask HER to wait here while we fly into outer space
and retrieve the one thing that has any chance of destroying her. While we're at it, maybe we can
convince her to stand still while we fire it at her too.
Camera changes back to the Professor. MoJo grabs the microphone from the Professor.
MoJo: Enough of your smart mouth! This is our only chance!
Camera changes to HER.
HER: Which one of you cowards wants to go first? It doesn't make any difference to me. I'll give you 30
seconds to decide!

Blossom: You'll never get away with this! We'll keep fighting you until you're finished!
HER responds sarcastically.
HER: Oooh, I'm shaking.
Brick flies over to Blossom. They confer with each other while keeping their eyes fixed on HER.
Brick: You have any ideas?

Blossom: We've got to figure out a way to get to that laser. If we don't hurry, it's going to burn up!

Brick: All right then, you go. I'll stay here and keep her busy.

Blossom: Are you crazy?! She'll wipe you out in no time!
Brick responds sarcastically.
Brick: Thanks for the vote of confidence.

Blossom: And besides, what makes you think you can do any better against her than me?

Brick: I don't.
Blossom takes her eyes off HER and turns her attention to Brick.
Blossom: What?
Brick turns to Blossom.
Brick: I don't remember much from the last time we met. But I do remember that you were trying to
protect everyone in Townsville...protect them from me. That's the reason why you wanted to destroy me
today. I know I'm not cutout to be a hero. You're the real superhero, Blossom and this town needs you.
Go. Go save the day!

Blossom: But what about you?!

Brick: She's only has one arm left. Don't worry about me. I'll be here when you get back!
Brick glances at HER again. His confidence wanes a bit.
Brick: I hope.
Blossom smiles.
Blossom: I know you will!
Brick glances back at Blossom. Blossom takes off to stop the Deathray 2000's descent. Camera shifts to
overhead shot of Blossom as she races upwards. Camera goes back to Brick as he watches Blossom
leave. He turns his attention back to HER. He has newfound confidence thanks to Blossom's faith in him.
He cracks a sly confident smile at HER.
HER: Well...I guess you're the only one left. After I finish you off, I'm going after your brothers and the
rest of those accursed PowerPuff Girls.



Brick: Don't get ahead of yourself. You gotta get by me first. And I don't think you got enough left in you
to do it!

HER: Hahahaha! I took on four of you weaklings at once. I am the most powerful force in the universe!
What makes you think you even have the slightest chance for victory?

Brick: Because you are afraid of us! You tried to destroy us all, and now, you face the strongest one
alive!

HER: Foolish boy! You are no match for me!

Brick: Let's party!
Brick takes the offensive. He takes off top speed for HER. Just as he's about to reach her, she slams
him to the ground.

Brick: Oooohhhhh.

HER: That's it? That's the best you can do? It's a pity you die so easily, or else I might have a sense of
satisfaction now.
Brick looks up and sees HER gloating over him. Brick's expression changes to one of anger. He blasts
up off the ground and hits HER with a right cross. HER's head snaps back and her eyes bulge on the
impact. Brick continues with a left, but this time HER counters with an uppercut. Brick gets knocked back
and lands on his back. HER leaps in the air and comes down on top of him. She pulls her arm back
preparing to strike Brick while he's down. Brick pulls his knees into his chest and kicks HER away with
both feet. HER gets up quickly. She's seething with anger.
Brick: What's the matter? Afraid you're going to lose?

HER: Never! My father created the perfect super-being! Me!!! You were created by a monkey! What
does that make you?

Brick: Your worst nightmare!
HER is really mad now. She begins to growl. Her body begins to contort slightly. A new arm begins to
grow where the laser disintegrated the old one. In a matter of seconds, HER is as good as new.
HER: You see?! I am invincible!
Brick is astonished at HER's ability to regenerate herself. He begins to think to himself.
Brick: Oh man! If Blossom doesn't come through soon, I'm history!
Scene change to Blossom flying upwards towards outer space. She sees the giant laser above her and
intercepts it as it tumbles towards Earth. She grabs a hold of it and stops its descent. With the giant
structure in her grasp, she streaks back down in the direction of HER.
Scene change to Brick and HER fighting. Brick attempts a punch, but misses. HER grabs Brick around
the waist with her right claw. HER thrusts her left claw forward in an attempt to crush Brick's neck with
her powerful pincers. Brick grabs onto her left wrist with both hands stopping her claw less than an inch
away from his adam's apple. Brick stretches his head as far back as possible. HER snaps her pincers a
few times trying to break Brick's grip on her left arm. Brick quickly moves his right hand to her elbow. By
pushing up on her elbow and down on her wrist, he twists her arm downward. This causes HER to
accidentally pinch her right arm that was holding Brick by the midsection. HER lets out a yelp as she



releases her grip on Brick's body. Brick takes advantage of the situation and slams HER in the
midsection. He continues with an uppercut, then a left to the face. As HER gets knocked back, she
counters with a sidekick knocking Brick backwards. They both stagger backwards a few steps as a result
of the blows. They stare at each other for a moment, then both charge at each other. When they meet,
they end up in a classic "Test of Strength" hold. They are facing each other with their hands together
trying to force the other down with their arm strength. HER seems to have the advantage. Brick is
straining under the intense pressure. His knees begin to shake. HER begins to crack a smile as she
realizes she's winning this contest of strength. Brick, realizing that he's going to give out, changes gears
and pulls HER toward him. HER is thrown off balance and starts to fall on top of him. As Brick purposely
falls backwards, he lifts one of his legs to HER's midsection. As her weight shifts, he uses her
momentum to flip her in the air. HER gets flipped and lands on her back about 20 feet away. Brick flips
himself up onto his feet from lying on his back and takes off into the air. The camera pans to HER as she
begins to get up from Brick's maneuver. She looks up and notices Brick coming down straight for her.
HER quickly moves out the way in the nick of time. Brick comes down so hard, his foot goes through the
ground and ends up plowing a bit of dirt in the process. Using his momentum, he continues after HER.
Scene change to Blossom. Blossom is now high above the place where Brick and HER are fighting.
Blossom tosses the laser upwards gently in order to give her enough time to fly over to the control panel
door and get a new grip on the massive structure. While holding onto the laser with one hand, she rips
open the control door revealing a large double pole knife switch. On the inside of the control door is
written "Manual Control for Deathray 2000". Blossom looks down at HER and Brick fighting. Blossom
tries to contact Brick through the communicator she's wearing.
Blossom: Brick! I'm here!
Brick glances upward and sees the laser in the distance.
Brick: Great! Now what?!

Blossom: I'm at the controls! But I can't fire until you're out of there!
Brick's attention goes back to HER as she starts charging after him. Brick blasts off away from HER in
an attempt to buy some time to come up with a plan. HER follows in hot pursuit.
Brick: When I give you the signal, fire the laser, no matter what!
HER catches up to Brick and takes a swipe at him. Brick dodges her claw at the last moment. Brick tries
to get some distance between them. He kicks in the afterburners and tries to outrun HER. However, no
matter which way he turns, she keeps pace right behind him. Finally, Brick comes up with an idea. He
slows down trying to lure HER in close. As HER gets closer, she snaps her outstretched pincers in
anticipation. Just as she's about to reach Brick, he swoops up and stops cold. HER flies right passed
him. HER stops mid-air after she realizes what happened. But before she can turn around, Brick slams
into the back of her. Brick wraps his legs around her midsection and over her arms trapping them. He
puts one arm under her neck and the other around her head in a classic sleeper hold. He clutches on to
HER with all of his might. HER struggles to break free.
HER: Don't be a fool! You can't hang on forever!
Brick is straining to hold on.
Brick: Your concern for me is touching.

HER: Listen to me! Stop this pointless resistance! I am too powerful for you to defeat! Join me as my
servant and I will let you live!

Brick: I've got a better idea...I destroy you...then I'll be the most powerful being in the universe!
Brick turns his head slightly and looks up at Blossom and the Deathray 2000.



Brick: Blossom, now!
Camera change to Blossom as she hears Brick's voice over the communicator.
Blossom: I can't! You're in the way!
Camera change back to Brick holding onto HER.
Brick: Blossom, I can't hold on much longer! Do it! Now!!!
Camera change to Blossom. Blossom stares hard at the switch. She knows if she fires the laser, Brick
will be destroyed along with HER. If she doesn't they may never get another change to destroy HER.
Blossom's expression turns to sorrow as she flips the switch and starts the laser's firing sequence. We
begin to see the laser power up as it did before.
Camera change to Brick and HER. HER begins to panic. She struggles harder to break free.
HER: You fool! Let go of me!
Brick is whispering to himself.
Brick: 4...5...6...7!
Camera changes to the laser as it fires. An intense blast of light is shot from the Deathray 2000.
Camera changes back to Brick and HER.
Brick: So long sucker!
Brick lets go of HER and takes off away from her at top speed. An instant later, the laser blast hits HER
dead on. HER screams as she is disintegrated by the laser.
The camera changes to Brick as he flies away. The reaction of the laser beam and HER causes an
explosion. The explosion creates a shockwave that quickly catches up with Brick and knocks him out of
control.
Scene change to Blossom still holding the Deathray 2000 as it stops firing. Blossom lets go of the laser
and streaks down to see what happened. She touches down near the new crater left by the latest blast
of the laser and looks around for any sign of Brick or HER.
Blossom: Brick!...Brick!
Blossom receives no answer. Just then, the Professor's voice comes over her communicator.
Professor: Blossom! Are you okay? What happened?
Blossom responds teary-eyed.
Blossom: I'm okay. (sniff) But I don't see Brick anywhere.
Scene change to lab. Boomer, Bubbles, Buttercup and Butch enter. They find the Professor and MoJo
talking to Blossom over the communicator. They notice that the Professor and MoJo seem worried about
something.
Buttercup: Hey, what's going on?

MoJo: Shhhhhh!

Bubbles: Is Blossom in trouble?

MoJo: Shhhhhhh!!

Boomer: Is HER back?!

Butch: Where's Brick?!

MoJo: Will you children shut up!!! I cannot hear anything if you are talking and your incessant talking is
preventing me from hearing what is being said. If I cannot hear what is being said, then I cannot tell you
what is going on. So, if you would please, be quiet so I can hear what is going on!



Professor: All of you! Shut up!!! Oh, uh, sorry Blossom, not you. Please tell us, what's happening.
Scene changes to Blossom. Blossom responds teary-eyed.
Blossom: Well, he was holding onto HER when I fired the laser.
Tears start to roll down Blossom's check as she explains what happened next.
Blossom: But I don't think he was able to get away in time.
Blossom begins to cry.
Scene changes back to the lab. Everyone has tears in their eyes, even Butch. Butch kicks a large
computer module in anger knocking it over. The computer's flashing lights go out when it hits the floor.
Butch: He's gotta be okay! He's just gotta!
Scene change back to Blossom. She's still crying.
Blossom: (sniff) He thought he wasn't a hero, but he is!
Blossom continues to cry until she is startled by some noises in the distance. Blossom pulls herself
together and flies over to investigate. She stops and floats near the area she heard the noises coming
from. She looks around for the source of the sounds. This time, she hears some rumbling and a groan
coming from nearby. She flies over to find Brick lying on his back. He's just beginning to regain
consciousness.
Blossom: Brick! Are you okay!
Brick is still woozy, but makes it to his feet.
Brick: Of course I'm okay! I told you I'd still be here!
Brick's legs begin to wobble. Blossom grabs his arm before he falls down again. After a brief moment of
uneasiness, Brick begins to regain his footing and stands up straight.
Blossom: Are you sure you're okay?
Brick turns and looks into Blossom's eyes. For a brief moment, they are both caught in each other's
gaze. Brick snaps to and responds...
Brick: Yeah, I'm okay...thanks.
Brick flashes a smile at Blossom and she returns with a smile of her own.
Blossom: Wait a minute! I almost forgot! What happened to HER?

Brick: Last I saw, she was caught in the path of the laser blast.
Brick takes off toward the crater left by the last laser blast. Blossom takes off after him. Brick touches
down near the center of the crater and notices a small green glowing sphere about the size of an
orange.
He looks at it for a second then reaches over to touch it. Blossom flies over.
Blossom: Don't touch it! It's concentrated evil!
Brick backs off deciding maybe it's better not to find out what might happen if he touches it.

Scene changes to later in the day at city hall. We find the mayor, Miss Bellum, Professor, the PowerPuff
Girls, RowdyRuff Boys and MoJo all together. Brick has a few bandages, but otherwise looks fine.
Mayor: On behalf of the city of Townsville, I want to thank you all for ridding our fair city from this latest
menace.

Blossom: No problem Mayor.

Butch: Yeah, we kicked butt!

Boomer: This superhero stuff is pretty fun.



Blossom: But there's one thing I still don't understand. Why were you guys so nice this time?

Buttercup: Yeah! Last time you tried to destroy us! What gives?

Boomer: I don't know. It's still so hazy.

Blossom: What the earliest thing you remember?

Butch: Well, I remember MoJo.

Boomer: Yeah! That's right! He was there.

Brick: And I think...I think...we all were in...jail!

PPGs: Jail?!!!
Blossom turns to MoJo.
Blossom: Where did you get chemical x in jail?!

Brick: Yeah! Exactly, how did you make us that first time MoJo?
The RowdyRuff Boys and PowerPuff Girls crowd around MoJo staring at him crossly for an answer.
MoJo stammers trying to think of something to say.
MoJo: Uhhh...I...uh...that is...uh...well...uh...That is not important now! What is important is that our
common enemy has been defeated! An enemy that would have destroyed us all. And it was all thanks to
me!

PPGs and RRBs: You?!!!

MoJo: That is correct! Me! MoJo JoJo! It was I who created the Deathray 2000! It was I that came up
with the plan to destroy HER!
The RowdyRuff Boys and PowerPuff Girls begin to close in on MoJo.
Boomer: What about us?!

Bubbles: She almost destroyed me!

Buttercup: Yeah! Me too!

Butch: I don't remember you out there going toe-to-toe with her!
The Professor steps in to try to calm everyone down.
Professor: Oh, it doesn't matter. I'm just glad it's all over with. Maybe now things can get back to normal
around here.
MoJo tries to take this opportunity to escape.
MoJo: Well it has been nice working with you all, but I have got to be going. I have a busy day tomorrow.
See you around!
MoJo tries to leave, but the PowerPuff Girls intercept.
Buttercup: Not so fast MoJo JoJo!



Bubbles: Yeah! You were the one responsible for creating HER in the first place!

MoJo: But...but...but

Blossom: Take him away officer!
A police officer comes out of nowhere and snaps a pair of cuffs on MoJo. As the police drag MoJo away,
MoJo goes into a tirade.
MoJo: You have not heard the last of MoJo JoJo! I will be back! You just wait and see!
The police officers toss MoJo into the back of a paddy wagon and speed him off to jail.
Boomer: Hey! Wait a minute! Where are we going to stay?

Butch: Yeah! Now that MoJo is locked up, we have no place to go!

Mayor: Don't worry boys. You can stay at the Townsville orphanage until MoJo is released from jail.

Miss Bellum: Uh Mayor, Townsville doesn't have an orphanage.

Mayor: Well, uhhhh...Miss Bellum, where is the nearest orphanage then?

Miss Bellum: I believe the nearest one is in Citysville.
Boomer turns to his brothers.
Boomer: Dude! This is so cool! We can be superheroes!

Butch: We'll have the whole city to ourselves!

Brick: Yeah! I bet they've never seen anything like us before! They're gonna flip!
Bubbles turns to Blossom and whispers to her.
Bubbles: Didn't Citysville outlaw super powers after we blew up their bridge?
Blossom keeps a clenched smile and doesn't break eye contact with the RowdyRuff Boys while she tries
to inconspicuously answer Bubbles. She doesn't want the RowdyRuff Boys to find out what happened
when the PowerPuff Girls tried to be superheroes in Citysville.
Blossom: Yeeeessss...shuuuuut upppp...

Mayor: It's settled then!

RRBs: Horray!!!

Scene change back to MoJo's place. The camera slowly pans the area until it reaches the hole in the
center of the lab. All of a sudden, one of HIM's claws appears and clasps onto the edge of the floor. HIM
pulls his head up. His eyes are in flames with rage.
HIM: MoJo!!!!!!!
Scene changes to the standard PowerPuff Girls ending sequence. Cue Narrator.
Narator: Oh boy! I'd hate to be MoJo right about now! Actually, I'd hate to be MoJo, period! Once again,
the day is saved, by...the PowerPuff Girls!
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